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DOWN DOWN DOWN the rabbit hole

DOWN DOWN DOWN the rabbit hole at ROH Projects is the fourth solo exhibition
by Bandung-based artist Cinanti Astria Johansjah (who is better-known as Keni;
Balikpapan, 1985; cinantiastria.com). And for this exhibition Keni decided to deal
with a solemn theme: grief.
In psychology, grieving is described as a five-stage process: denial, anger, bargaining,
depression and, finally, acceptance – the so-called Kübler-Ross model. Keni’s work in
this exhibition is situated in between the two stages of bargaining and early depression.
And the stage of bargaining is considered to be a bargaining with one self, and one’s
anger issues, and one’s surrounding. And in the early stage of depression there is still
hope that the depression doesn’t run too deep and too long, and thus there is still hope
that one could get out of the black void any time soon.
In-betweenness is a significant motif throughout Keni’s oeuvre. She considers the
in-betweenness as an essential ‘adempauze’. ‘Adempauze’ is a Dutch-Indonesian word
signifying an ephemeral respite, eerily frozen in time for a brief moment. In the context
of this show, ‘adempauze’ also refers to the in-between lulls of grief coming and going
in overwhelming waves (thus complicating the linearity of the psychological model).
Another recurring motif in Keni’s work is the use of animals. And in this show, animals
aren’t shown to offer some sort of solace to come to terms with bereavement. On the
other hand, the animals shown are an allegory for self-othering when dealing with
the loss of a significant other.
For this exhibition, Keni changed her brushstroke technique considerably;
the resulting paintings look free as well as vulnerable, confident as well as fragile.
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K.
DOWN DOWN DOWN the rabbit hole

Roy Voragen

EULOGY
AN ANTHOLOGY OF
FIVE OBITUARIES AND
A SUICIDE LETTER

Roy Voragen

For K.,

PART I
FIVE OBITUARIES

[D]eath […] was the only thing
that had happened in the world,
and it would go on happening endlessly.
How do we deal with the unreal?
The unreality of death?
Death, after all, isn’t an event in life.
– Jorge Luis Borges

1-09-1985 – 1-09-1985

K. died.
K. died before K. could even become K.
Dust-to-dust, nothing much in between. The delivery
coincided with her untimely expiry, the birth of her slightly
older twin brother too, though, he didn’t die.
Her twin plus K. were born during the wee hours of the first
of September. Fifty minutes or so respite from the older
sibling’s to K.’s birth – from stormy winds to eerie silence.
Then, birds singing. Screeches, shrieks to boot.

The forest clinic, the scene of birthing, of K. dying too.

1-9-1985 – 3-6-2003

Pops pounding. Mom covered in blood, getting the gore onto
pops too. K. coming out feet first. K. turning blue-ish green.
Doctors yelling – clueless shouting.

K. lost.

K.’s twin brother crying. Pops sobbing. Mom fleetingly
lost in outer body bewilderment. K. forever still.
Not much to write on K.’s life; dust turned too swiftly
into dust.
K. died before K. could ever become K.
K. died.

K. was born on a Sunday morning. And on that day, a joint
US-Gallic mission found a ship known as RMS Titanic.
This historic find, obviously, is insignificant to K.
This Virgo was a Sunday child. Although, K.’s birth was just
an inch shy from a fatal and hasty conclusion. But K. didn’t
pass away during labor, which was obviously a thrill to K.’s
dad and mom.

K. was a Sunday child. Not a brat, mind you, but K. had
a quick mind. School was tranquil, too tranquil. This dull and
uninspiring surrounding – for not stimulating K.’s nous that
is – got K. languorous. Apart from an occasional sardonic
and sarcastic quip, K. was laconic.

1-9-1985 – 17-8-2008

At K.’s Catholic school Ricci II in Jakarta, K. was social but
not part of an it in-crowd. K’s final grading was good
but not outstanding.

K.’s dawn was touch and go, she pulled through though, the
why and how endures to be a mystery. Fate touched upon K.
once more at the age of seventeen, she suffered from laryngeal
TB and she nearly starved herself to death. A corpulent
Fortuna kept a swansong at bay – and K. made a full recovery.

A disposition of no fuzzy complaining was K.’s downfall.
At first, just an occasional cough. Was K. smoking too much?
Possibly. And possibly not.
Continuous coughing was painful and its root was TB. It shut
down K’s throat. Taking in food and liquid was too agonizing.
Two days following a Sunday was K.’s passing.
K. lost to starvation.

Dying isn’t tranquil. And K. lost.

K. was consumed by her own dagger, so to speak.

K.’s parents agreed to separate when K. and her brotherdouble entered the last year of secondary school.

K. wasn’t a bully. K. would eat her words when she went
too far. She would express regret and request for pardon.

K. was bored, Jakarta bored her. To remove herself from
boredom she relocated to Bandung.

The accrual of pranks left some of those close to her
rancorous though.

K. learned that college was as monotonous as secondary
school. She sang post-punk. Art school students were
her company.

K. and a bunch of her college mates set off for a short
Lombok get-away to celebrate worthless college degrees on
a sun soaked beach. On the eve of the departure back home,
they wanted to party. However, that afternoon, K. fell asleep
on the beach. And as a counter-prank, she was covered from
chest to toes and left alone under the sand.

She doodled wolves and sheep on scraps of paper – her dorm
room became a maze of stacks and stacks of scrap paper.
K. turned nocturnal. Suave pranks kept K. awake.
Classes ranged between somewhat easy to so easy a duck
could quack a crack at college, she thought now and then.
Effortlessly, she strolled through her college assessments.

The waves came. The waves washed over K.
And she was swallowed by waves and waves.
No fate worse than death.

No more K.

1-9-1985 – 17-6-2011

With 149 passengers and 9 crewmembers, the Bandungbased visual artist K. was a happy flight MI071 passenger.
Asleep, dreaming sweet dreams.
Flight MI071 crashed between Kuala Lumpur and Jakarta.
All engines failed after an engine caught fire midair.
And flight MI071 tumbled in rapid descent

7000 feet – flames and screams tailing the plane.
The distress signal was sent, and, belatedly, received.
She had spent time in Kuala Lumpur at Valentine
Willie’s gallery Valentine Willie Fine Art’s kind invite.
The exhibit was curated by Agung Hujatnika and titled
MAMIHLAPINATAPAI.
The title references a glance shared in silence, signaling
a mutual and latent desire, which, ultimately, entails
being – remaining? – in a sequestered state, and
leaving desires unfulfilled.
MAMIHLAPINATAPAI wasn’t K.’s first exhibit. In 2007,
she exhibited drawings at a café near her campus in Bandung.
In this exhibit, simply titled K.’s Drawings, K. displayed
her friends.
At this time, K. was still a graphic design student. But she
preferred paint and paper. After graduating, she left graphic
design behind and embraced art – reluctantly that is.

MAMIHLAPINATAPAI’s premise was the interlude –
an inbetweenness, as K. called it: an ‘adempauze’, when
zilch and everything can still hang in crisp air.
K. captured and transfigured the interludes in her art.
An ephemeral hiatus in time, a transient breathing space,
where we, perhaps, just feel grace – skin pressing
delicately against skin.
Her general exhibit-making tenet: abstain spanking
an elephant with candy.
Her slim frame and at 25 a tender age – and a mind filled
with funny feelings – carried the weight fairly well:
MAMIHLAPINATAPAI wasn’t delayed. K. departed;
apprehensively, she anticipated expectancies but it wasn’t
visible she walked with pins and needles in her palms.

Scratching where it isn’t itchy was a talent K. utilized:
she painted and displayed canvas after canvas.
MAMIHLAPINATAPAI’s vernissage was well attended
and K.’s art was well received. Champagne lubricated sales.
Cigarette butts and champagne flutes; the scene turned quiet.
Papaya and bananas, chatting the night away, a kinda
verandah dinner at the amicable gallerist’s residence.
Tales exchanged eager hands. Jazz played, K. sang bits and
pieces. At a distance, a sleepy canine barked and marked time:
Subuh and bedtime.
After an abbreviated sleep, K. packed her bags, ate a bagel,
drank tea and left Kuala Lumpur.
The MI071 flight never arrived in Jakarta –
passengers and crew received a burial at sea.

K. died smiling.

1-9-1985 – 24-12-2017

The police investigation is closed now. And K. is considered
dead. Her disappearance left plenty of gossip in its wake.
And all that’s solid melts into air.

K. has been declared death in absentia. It’s official.
K. disappeared some odd months ago. The police began
an investigation. However, no leads to possible loci
or proof of life were ever revealed.

The last time she was seen was at the opening of her own
solo exhibition DOWN DOWN DOWN the rabbit hole at
ROH Projects in Jakarta. And the day after, K. was gone.
Vanished.
K.’s prior solo exhibition was nearly five years earlier and
titled Postprandial Somnolence. A. Jono Irianto was the
exhibition maker of K.’s third solo show. The opening at
Lawangwangi Creative Space was postponed by two
weeks as K. fell ill.
The odd exhibition title refers to drowsiness after eating
a big meal – or: food coma – which is an allegory for
K.’s observation of and commentary on the obese
contemporary art world. Baffled with trophy art
and artists as brands, K. desired solace in company
of her beasts.

In her watercolor paintings, K. inserted herself into the world
of animals as a form of self-othering. K. exposed reveries of
alterity in her body of work. Her work was known for its
idiosyncratic fantastic realism.
After Postprandial Somnolence ended, silence took over.
She changed ateliers. She changed galleries. She changed
her painterly stroke more than once. Time after time, her
next solo show was postponed, yet, no cancellation.
Was she too broke to afford paint? Was she too bored
to splash paint? Was she too dog-tired? Was she lost in
introspection? We can never know for certain what
goes on in another person’s mind.

Besides, did K. know K.?

Nonetheless, a date was set for DOWN DOWN DOWN
the rabbit hole. This time the date remained set in stone.
The gallery’s walls were repainted, the works were displayed
and cataloged, wall text and captions were applied to the
walls, the floor was mopped, and the door was thrown
wide open.
K.’s friends came. Collectors attended as well. Some
art critics came as well. They ate finger food, and
there was talk of art gossip.
K. looked ravishing. She received compliments stoically.
She had one, two, three glasses of white wine. She smiled
at the pink elephant in the room. A room filled with silent
sorrow. For this solemn show, K. took grief head on.
No one asked whose grief. Or why. Chickens.
The opening came to a closing. K. left. And, that was
the last time anyone had seen her with certainty.

Word on the street was that she walked into the ocean and
that she flew to Amsterdam with a fake passport and that she
lives in a shantytown and that she is married to a wealthy oil
baron and that she operates a food stall in Tasikmalaya and
that she overdosed on opiates and that she won the lottery
and that she was kidnapped and that she…and that she...
Albeit, all hearsay. Mostly well-intended hearsay, some of
it vile slander.
K.’s family demanded the police to investigate each little
tittle-tattle. To no avail. Proof of life remained vacant.
Hope slowly evaporated. Her close friends held a vigil at
her abandoned atelier. Her estate sold off K.’s last belongings.
Her cat was given a new home and a new name.
And for K., that was that.
K.’s body is absent. K. is dead now.
Down the rabbit hole she went.

First as tragedy. Then as farce.
Let bygones b e b y g o n e s .

PART II
A SUICIDE LETTER

If a lion could talk,
we could not understand him.
A dog believes his master is at the door.
But can he also believe his master will come the day after
tomorrow?
Can only those hope who can talk?
[…]
Why does it sound queer to say:
“For a second he felt deep grief ”?
– Ludwig Wittgenstein

Dear K.,
I have contemplated suicide since I was a young man. I made
a half-baked attempt when I was nineteen. Needless to say,
I failed. The train never arrived. Since then, writing deadlines
came in the way of offing myself. I had to write essays. I had
to write poems. Books also didn’t write themselves. And
I had to write obituaries. I wrote five obituaries for you K.,
and that’s plenty. I have no more words for embellishment.
Today is the day.
I can hardly claim to have learned to die before I died.

Also, I cannot claim to have learned how to live before I died.
Whatever that could mean. Perhaps learning how to live is
akin to learning to understand how to use grammar.

I don’t know if I can, but I want to be honest with you, K.,
and this letter, my ‘adempauze’, isn’t a final denial, but a
swansong of sorts.

I have spent my life between passive-aggressive bargaining
and debilitating depression. No more guilt for the what if ’s
and if only’s…

Why do we only mourn the dead? Why not also show sorrow
for those who are dying?

This letter to you, K., is merely an ‘adempauze’,
a moment of interlude.
All affairs have been settled. I have donated my library to
a library. I returned borrowed books. I have deleted and
destroyed all unpublished writings. Wrote a resignation letter,
which I left on the desk of my editor-in-chief. And I bought
an eight-inch stainless steel chef knife.

Can the dead mourn the living?
Montesquieu wrote: “A man should be mourned at his birth,
not at his death.” And not in anxious anticipation of the
inevitable future loss of an object of love but to learn how
to die with grace so to be able to live an eudaemonic life.
I’ve never been gracious nor virtuous. I, I am a coward.
I excel in scratching where it doesn’t itch.
Mourning as a longing for lost time. Memory slips away.
Biting in a Proustian petite madeleine, though, can awaken
remembrance.

I recall my maternal grandmother’s funeral when I was
thirteen or fourteen. I didn’t cry. I couldn’t cry. I thought it
was wrong not to cry. I thought it was expected of me to cry.
I also remember my mom telling me what her father told
his wife on her deathbed: “I love you, Elise, there has never
been anyone else.” I didn’t attend the funeral of my paternal
grandmother; her ashes are buried in the backyard of
my father’s oldest brother.
When I was in my early twenties, I travelled through
the Middle East for a year, and I met a woman from Lapland
– a few years older, smart, sarcastic, sweet, gorgeous (she
would deny any accolades) – and on and off we dated
a couple of years.
We exchanged suicide methods. Her preferred method
involved making it look like an accident so her family
wouldn’t feel the guilt. Although, I doubt this method
would spare them the grief.

My first published poem was about her, how I killed her
by utilizing her suicide method (in real life, she died of
breast cancer).
A nostalgic mourning can also be mourning for what didn’t
happen, for what could have been, – or: erotic transgressions
not made, petite morts not had.
Self-pity. Self-loathing. Self-mutilation. Anger issues.
My anger landed me in a police cell when I was a minor.
I was charged with ‘violence in public under the influence
of alcohol and/or drugs’. Community service and an anger
management workshop was my sentence. A decade later,
the rage landed me on an operating table to get my
shattered jaw fixed with a handful screws.
Therapy, pharmaceuticals and self-medication didn’t have
the same effect on me as my move to ‘your’ country. I was
invited to give a course on Nietzsche’s Also sprach Zarathustra
at your art school.

Do you think many fantasize about being present at their
own funeral? Just to see what the final send off is like.
This fantasy is too spiritual for my liking.
Anyways, after the course on Nietzsche was completed,
I found employment at a national publication. I wrote
obituaries for the next twelve or so years. I have written
hundreds, maybe more. But that is nothing in the light
of all the dying that’s going on every day.
If heaven exists, it must be crowded. Since the dawn of man,
50,000 BC or so, roughly 110,825,272,791 people have died,
which doesn’t take into account those who are alive today
(those who still have to die). [Moreover, the above number
only takes the human species into account.]
“You have to pay dearly to become immortal: you have to die
several times while you are still alive,” so writes Nietzsche.
Is (immoral) immortality your aim?

All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes m e d u l l .
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.

All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play dulls me.
All work and no play makes mij zo moe.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes me a dull boy.
All work and no play makes em a llud yob.
All work and no play makes me a fuhukingdull boy.
Al wrruk an noh plahuh mehks me a doel boi.
All all all work and no no no no play makes me.
Nowo rk and nonnonoplay
Wha wha wha all all no no no yay a yay ya ya no no no
I always had a thing for commas. Colleagues called me
the comma bully. But give me a comma over a full stop
on any given deadline day.

Such a detour, listen how I go on and on, derailing,
what was it I was saying? Oh yes…
I didn’t notice you were dying and living and dying again
until my third obituary for you K. What on earth is all that
dying about? I couldn’t believe it. I didn’t believe myself.
I thought I was whacky. It made me curious.
Who are you?
And why?
Why?
Why K.?
Okay, so I started paying attention, but to what signs to
listen to? Hell I knew. You died again. And I had to
write obituary no. 4.

You got me thinking. You got me thinking.
I went down into the city’s archives in search of you. Bits
and pieces I found. I started writing a story out of residues.
Thousands of pages, fragment after fragment, words
usurped plenty of pencils… Snow and chatty giraffes,
Nina Simone in the mall, a cranky time machine, tractors
and a sage, aubergines, a whiff of cocaine, mothers and their
children eating green papayas, prime numbers smelling like
mosquitos, screams of love, a school bus populated by gold
fish, boboboring scandals to please the gentlemen, two honest
thieves, jingles for sandals and bananas, a minister with
Tourette’s, lipstick in a darkroom, a library too – In short,
a story much in need of an index. Or a qualified librarian.
After the fourth obituary I got lucky. You were alive.
You had an exhibition down town. Your exhibition was titled
DOWN DOWN DOWN the rabbit hole. I went to the opening.
Finger food, seriously?

And the curator and gallerist looked rather nervousy. But
you. You! I saw you. You I saw. I saw you K.! You looked
elegantly stunning. I saw your paintings. I sat down near the
window. A view of the city behind me. Nibbled on finger food
and looked. People were circling around, talking too. Poses
were struck for photos. I perused the curatorial essay. Your
paintings and allegories. You and I did not meet. You and I
did not talk. I did not want to be the bearer of bad news in
case you did not know. Or did you? Or do you?
I got up and took the elevator down. I ate a steak across the
street. Black coffee and cigarettes. And blank words banging
my skull.
Obituary no. 5. Fatum brutum. Wasn’t your exhibition
only a fortnight ago? Months passed in actuality.
Where are you K.?
Who are you?

When are you?
Are you happy now?
Are you multitudes?
The placebo effect of the changed scenery has worn off and
the expiration date was way past today. I could very well just
have resigned and return to… And then work in a factory.
Eat smashed potatoes. Sing Christmas carols.
No. Nee. N e i n .
An addressee with no address. Perhaps for the best no one
gets to reads this.
This is my final nein.
This is it.
Au revoir,

This text was written at the occasion of
Cinanti Astria Johansjah’s solo exhibition
DOWN DOWN DOWN the rabbit hole at
ROH Projects, Jakarta, 4 April – 2 May 2017.
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